
Welcome!  Today’s presenters are:

John Anderson, New England Aquarium
Marci Benne, Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
Vicki Coats, Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
Rae Ostman, Arizona State University
David Sittenfeld, Museum of Science 

As we wait to get started with today’s discussion, please: 

• Update your display name. Include your first and last names, and institution
• Introduce yourself! Type your name and institution into the Chat Box 
• Questions? Feel free to type your questions into the Chat Box at any time throughout the online workshop or use the raise your 

hand function in the participants list and we’ll unmute your microphone
All workshops are recorded and archived online at 

http://www.nisenet.org/event-type/online-workshop

NISE Network Online Workshop
Changing the Conversation About Climate 
May 1, 2018

http://www.nisenet.org/event-type/online-workshop


NISE Network and NNOCCI

• National networks with some overlap in partner organizations
• Complementary projects and approaches
• Sharing resources and exploring opportunities for collaboration



Changing the Conversation 
About Climate:

John Anderson, New England Aquarium
Marcie Benne, OMSI

Vicki Coats, OMSI
Rae Ostman, Arizona State University
David Sittenfeld, Museum of Science



Goal for today:
● Inspire additional efforts to initiate climate change 

conversation and education

● Invite you to learn how to foster productive dialog 
and to model that for others



NNOCCI is a partnership among informal science 
educators , climate scientis ts , cognitive and social scientis ts  

and evaluators .



Train enough trusted communicators in 
proven communication techniques  to 
shift the national conversation about 
climate change to be more productive, 
creative and focused on solutions .

NNOCCI’s Big Goal



Our opportunity:

• 1,500 informal science centers are 
visited by 61% of the US population

• By collaborating with multiple 
networks and communicators, we can 
start talking with the same language.



Effective climate action requires productive 
public discourse and civic engagement.

• 70% of Americans think climate 
change is happening now.

• Yet, 64% of Americans discuss 
climate change only occasionally 
or never.



Knowing how 
people think, 
helps  us  
cons truct and 
deliver our 
messages  for 
highes t impact.

Where do we start?





Strategic Framing is…
A research-based approach shown to:
• Bridge gaps in understanding (scientist -public)
• Increase public understanding of CC 

mechanisms
• Show how public can be ‘heroes’ in the CC 

story
• Leave visitors and interpreter with hope



Why does this matter to society?

How does it work?

How do we improve the situation?

The Core Story of 
Climate & Ocean Change
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Management
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Community-
level Solutions
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Tools in our Toolbox



Why Does This 
Matter to Society?
The absolute first part of your story 
is  why someone should care about 
climate change.  If you don’t clue 
people into this  idea firs t, they’ll 
tune you out. 

It’s  important to align climate 
change as  an is sue that people 
already care about, so that climate 
change doesn’t compete for time 
and attention with other is sues  in 
their lives .



Why Does This 
Matter to Society?

Responsible 
Management

Protection



Climate Change Communication Plan

• From the plan:
Climate change … affects the 
land, water and climate that 
people, animals, and plants 
depend on. By taking practical 
steps to address climate 
change, we can protect 
people and the places we all 
depend on for future 
generations. 



pos t-it note talk-back board
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• Walk people through the issue.

• Connect the science to the 
solutions and the story to the 
subject at hand.

• Motivate productive consideration 
of multiple solutions

• Give people a role in the story.

A good explanatory 
chain will:



Review the 
Reframe 
Cards



https://omsi.edu/products/under-the-arctic-digging-into-permafrost



classes & programs for vis itors



Climate change resource folder for s taff
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Community-level Solutions

How Do We Improve the Situation?

The Solutions frame 
element fosters hope and 
instills a sense of agency 

and efficacy.



• Framing with Solutions involves describing evidence -based 
policies, programs, or initiatives that address the problem 
that is the topic of the communication.

• Foster issue engagement and hope by framing climate 
change as a problem that can be addressed at a collective 
level through practical steps by an informed, engaged 
citizenry. 

Solutions as a Framing Element



Collective Local Existing



training for s taff & volunteers



sustainability committee



Wrap Up
• Keep a reasonable tone, one that is calm, optimistic and 

professional
• Start with a tested value
• Clearly state the problem and the solutions
• Use tested and relevant explanatory metaphors
• Talk about who is responsible, (not who is to blame)
• Stay away from myths and misconceptions
• The audience should be able to answer the questions —

– “Why does this matter to society?
– How does it work?
– How do we improve the situation?



6 Hour Workshop
OMSI in Portland, OR
High Desert Museum in Bend, OR
September/ October - Dates TBD

Christina Cid, High Desert Museum
Carolyn Nesbitt, High Desert Museum
Sue Wu, OMSI

Questions? Contact:
swu@omsi.edu

In Person Workshops:



Find a practice partner!
• Find someone you trust and share this information 

with him/her/them, and talk about it.

Set up a profile on ClimateInterpreter.org  
• Access to resources, articles & community 

feedback!

Try our Free Online Course as a refresher
• https://tinyurl.com/NNOCCIfree

Continue your framing practice with these 
Resources:



• www.nnocci.org
• Follow us on Facebook: National Network for 

Ocean and Climate Change Interpretation
• Follow us on Twitter: @_NNOCCI
• John Anderson, NEaq. janderson@neaq.org 
• Vicki Coats, OMSI, VCoats@omsi.edu

Stay Connected to Our Community



Learn more & access the NISE Network’s 
online digital resources:
nisenet.org

Get Involved 

Follow NISE Net on
social networking:

nisenet.org/social

Subscribe to the 
monthly newsletter:

nisenet.org/newsletter



Explore Science:  Let’s Do Chemistry Kit
Applications due June 1, 2018
Kit Overview document & how to apply:

nisenet.org/chemistry-apply

Explore Science:  Earth & Space 2019 Toolkit
Application opens later this year
Information, including links to the 2017 & 2018 past 
digital toolkits: 

nisenet.org/earthspacekit

New Opportunities with the NISE Net



Museum Community Partnerships – Afterschool Programs: Advocating, 
Collaborating, and Bringing Earth and Space Content to Out-of-school Time
Tuesday, May 22, 2018
2pm-3pm Eastern/ 11am-12pm Pacific 

Be Prepared: Safety Tips and Reminders for Museums Running Public Events, 
Including National Chemistry Week and Earth and Space Events
Tuesday, June 12, 2018
2pm-3pm Eastern/ 11am-12pm Pacific 

Learn more about and sign up for online workshops at 
http://www.nisenet.org/events

Upcoming Online Workshops



Thank You!
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